Ghrelin as a novel peptide hormone in obesity and weight loss
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Obesity is associated with an increased risk of disease such as cardiovascular disease, hypertension and type 2 diabetes1. It is estimated that overweight and obesity in the UK contributes to more than 65,000 deaths and around 5% of total NHS expenditure annually2. Ghrelin which is predominantly produced by the stomach, is regarded as a novel peptide hormone and a potent stimulator of growth hormone release, food intake and weight gain3. The model of diet-induced obesity (DIO) in rats has many features in common with human obesity and can serve as a useful model to study the pathogenesis and treatment of obesity. The present study determined the effect of weight loss on plasma ghrelin and expression of gastric ghrelin gene in DIO and DIO-restricted rats. Male Sprague-Dawley rats (n = 110) at 3 weeks of age were randomly assigned into groups. Ten rats were fed rat chow during the study as the control and 100 rats were fed both rat chow plus high fat diet [HFD, 5.58 kcal/g (23.35kJ/g) with 66.5 % as fat/lard] ad libitum for 14 weeks. At the end of this period, 44 rats developed DIO which was assessed by the Lee obesity index4). The DIO rat’s Lee obesity index was more than the average Lee obesity index plus 2 SD of the chow-fed control rats. At week 15, 10 chow-fed control rats were kept on the rat chow, 11 DIO rats were kept on the rat chow plus HFD ad libitum and the other 11 DIO rats that were designated as DIO-restricted, were restricted on the intake of the rat chow plus HFD for 5 weeks. Other rats were used in other studies (data not presented). It was found that the body weight of DIO-restricted rats after the intake was restricted for 5 weeks was significantly less than that of DIO-restricted rats before the intake was restricted and that of DIO rats, however, the body weight of DIO-restricted rats after the intake restriction was significantly more than that of chow-fed control rats. DIO-restricted rats had significantly lower perirenal, epididymal and total fat pad weight than DIO rats, but, had significantly higher fat pad weight than chow-fed control rats. The plasma ghrelin concentration in DIO-restricted rats tended to be lower than that of DIO rats (Figure). Furthermore, the gene expression of gastric ghrelin in DIO-restricted rats was significantly higher than that of DIO rats and chow-fed control rats (Figure). The body weight and the abdominal fat depots weight were negatively correlated with the levels of plasma ghrelin and gene expression of gastric ghrelin. These results indicate that the elevated expression of ghrelin gene during weight loss may be the physiological basis of resistance to weight loss in obesity. Inhibiting ghrelin signaling therefore appears an attractive target for anti-obesity therapies.
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a, b, c, Mean values with unlike superscripts were significantly different (P<0.05 or P<0.01).